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Abstract: In the title compound (3-(2-chlorophenyl)-5-tosyl-1,3,3a,4,5,9b-hexahydroisoxazolo[4,3-

c]quinolin-3a-yl)methanamine (3-CPTHIQM), the Thorpe–Ingold effect causes the S atom's 

tetrahedral geometry to be deformed, with O-S-O and N-S-C angles diverging from ideal tetrahedral 

values. The crystal packing features C—H⋯O hydrogen-bond interactions.The supramolecular 

interactions were confirmed and quantified using Hirshfeld surface analysis. Quantum chemical 

calculations of sulfonamide are calculated at DFT/B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) basis set. The NLO 

properties were calculated at the same level of theory. Furthermore, frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs) 

and molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) surfaces were calculated and analyzed in detail. In a 

molecular docking study, the investigated sulfonamide compound is evaluated as a new potential cancer 

inhibitor. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent decades, sulfonamide compounds have been an important class of therapeutic 

agents in the recent medicinal field [1-10]. Sulfonamides are useful moieties found in many 

organic compounds and are applicable in medicine and a range of other fields [11-15]. Many 

therapeutic drugs contain the pharmacologically active component –SO2NH– found in 

sulfonamides [16]. 

Coumarins got an incredible interest in the literature from scientists, medicinal 

chemists, and drug specialists as a result of their energizing, flexible, and expansive range of 

natural exercises. Sulfonamide drugs are commonly used to treat infections caused by Gram-

positive and Gram-negative bacteria and some fungi and protozoa. Anti-filarial action has been 

found in one of the Sulfonamide derivatives (epoxysulphonamides and ethynesulphonamides) 
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[17]. It is well known that administering sulfonamides in the form of metal complexes improves 

toxicological and pharmacological effects. The coordination chemistry of sulfonamides has 

undergone noticeable development in recent years due to the interesting properties of these 

substances. In this work, we synthesized novel sulfonamide derivatives containing nitro 

groups, the compounds characterized experimentally and theoretically using different 

techniques. X-ray diffraction studies determined the sulfonamide derivative, followed by 

intermolecular contact, fingerprint plots, and molecular surface contours (dnorm, di, and de) 

provided by Hirshfeld surface analysis. The DFT approach with the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) 

basis set was used to estimate theoretical investigations. In the light of the above importance 

and in further continuation of our this study to develop novel drug agents, the study is aimed 

to design, molecular docking, and synthesize of (3-(2-chlorophenyl)-5-tosyl-1,3,3a,4,5,9b-

hexahydroisoxazolo[4,3-c]quinolin-3a-l)methanamine as prospective anticancer and 

antimicrobial agents. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Experimental details. 

2.1.1. Synthesis procedure. 

At room temperature, a solution of 4-chloro-1-tosyl-1,2-dihydroquinoline (1 mmol) and 

potassium carbonate (1.2 mmol) was agitated for 10 minutes. 2-chlorobenzaldehyde (1.2 

mmol) and 2-aminoacetamide (1.2 mmol) were added dropwise to this solution until the 

addition was complete.  

 
Scheme 1. The schematic representation of (3-(2-chlorophenyl)-5-tosyl-1,3,3a,4,5,9b-hexahydroisoxazolo[4,3-

c]quinolin-3a-yl)methanamine. 

After the finishing of the response, as demonstrated by TLC, acetonitrile has vanished. 

EtOAc (25 ml) and water (25 ml) were added to the unrefined mass. The natural layer was 

dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate. Expulsion of dissolvable prompted the unrefined item, 

which was sanitized through a stack of silica gel (100–200mesh) utilizing benzene and ethyl 

acetate and (9:1) as solvents. 

The unadulterated title compound was gotten as a dreary strong (80% yield). 

Recrystallization was completed utilizing ethyl acetate as a dissolvable. 

2.2. Computational details. 

2.2.1. Hirshfeld analysis. 

Crystal Explorer [18] was used to generate the surfaces mapped over dnorm, and 

electrostatic potential for the title compound. The contact distances of di and de from the 
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Hirshfeld surface to the nearest atom, inside and outside, respectively, enable the analysis of 

the intermolecular interactions through the mapping of dnorm. Two-dimensional fingerprint 

plots [19] indicate the intermolecular contacts in the crystal structure.  

2.2.2. DFT calculation. 

Theoretical calculations were performed using DFT method with B3LYP/6-

311++G(d,p) level of basis set by Gaussian 09W [20] program package, invoking gradient 

geometry optimization [20]. In the present work, the DFT approach with 6-311++G(d,p) as a 

basis set for calculating molecular structure and energies of optimized structures was utilized. 

In addition, the NLO, HOMO-LUMO, and MEP surfaces were calculated at the same level of 

theory.  

2.2.3. Target identification. 

Kinase inhibitors are very efficient in cancer therapy, specifically targeting specific 

mutations that mainly drive tumorigenesis. Cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) are a group of 

critical administrative proteins that control diverse cell action and are fundamentally occupied 

with the cell cycle and record. It isn't is actually to be expected that numerous infections, 

particularly disease, are normal in their abnormal exercises, given the crucial organic capacities 

played by CDKs. Diverse cell cycle proteins like CDKs and cyclins actuate the improvement 

of the cell cycle as they are the principal controllers of the cell cycle. Past preliminaries have 

shown that sulfonamide derivatives therapy arrests cancer cells in the G2/M stage CDK activity 

enable the orderly transition between cell cycle stages.  

2.2.4. Molecular docking. 

Investigate the binding mode of the synthesized title compound and standard drugs with 

selected protein for cancer cell lines; molecular docking study was implemented against human 

colorectal carcinoma (PDB ID: 5FGK) [21], was retrieved from the protein data bank. The 

entire docking calculations were performed using the Autodock docking module program [22]. 

Essential hydrogen atoms, Kollman united atom type charges, and solvation parameters were 

added with the aid of AutoDock tools [23]. It performs flexible protein-ligand docking and 

searches for favorable interactions between one typically small ligand molecule and a typically 

larger protein molecule. Docking process, wherein protein preparation inhibited refinement is 

carried out with a maximum of 20 poses, wherein the side chains are optimized, and refinement 

of residues takes place if the ligand poses are within 5.0Å. The best-docked structure was 

chosen by docking score, and the number of amino acids matches (hydrogen bonds) with the 

original drug complex. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. X-ray crystal structure. 

Intensity data of the sulfonamide compound were collected using on a BRUKER 

KAPPA AREA diffractometer [24] at room temperature (296 °K) utilizing graphite-

monochromated Mo-Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å) by applying the X-scan process. Information 

assortment and cell refinement were done utilizing APEXS [24], while information decrease 

was applied utilizing SAINT [25]. The structures were solved using direct methods using 
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SHELXS97 [25] and refined with full-matrix least-squares calculations using SHELXL [25] 

implemented in the WinGX program suit. The molecular graphics for drawing ORTEP plots 

using PLATON [26]. 

The ORTEP plot of the title compound is displayed in Fig. 1. The sulfur atom S1 shows 

a distorted tetrahedral geometry, with O2—S1—O3 and N1—S1—C8 angles deviating from 

ideal tetrahedral values are attributed to the Thrope-Ingold effect. The sum of bond angles 

around N1 indicates that N1 is in sp2 hybridization. The geometric parameters (bond length, 

bond angle, and torsion angles) agree well with those reported for similar structures [27, 28]. 

 
Figure 1. The structure of the title compound, showing 50% probability displacement ellipsoids. 

3.2. DFT study. 

3.2.1. NLO property. 

NLO materials have been the subject of exceptional research because of their possible 

application in various technologies, like optical communication, optical computing, and data 

storage [29].  

Accordingly, it is realized that there has been extreme investigation for molecules with 

large non-zero hyperpolarizabilities since these substances have potential as the constituents of 

NLO materials. The organic compound-containing systems are extraordinarily important 

among the many molecular designs used for introducing NLO behavior [30]. Due to their 

particular photoswitching properties, benzenes are utilized in numerous areas of molecular 

electronics and are suitable for various kinds of applications [31, 32]. 

In our case, the electronic dipole moment, molecular polarizability, anisotropy of 

polarizability, and molecular first hyperpolarizability of 3-CPTHIQM were determined at the 

B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory and are presented in Table 1. Notably, the higher values 

of dipole moment, molecular polarizability, and hyperpolarizability improve the NLO 

property. Urea is one of the prototypical molecules utilized to investigate the NLO property of 

molecular systems, and hence, it was used frequently as a threshold value for similar purposes. 

The first hyperpolarizability value of 3-CPTHIQM was calculated as 24.29126x10-30esu using 

the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) method. According to these results, the β0 value of the present 

molecule is sixty-six times larger than the magnitude of urea. 
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Table 1. The NLO measurements of 3-CPTHIQM. 
Parameters B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) 

Dipole moment ( μ )                           Debye 

μx 1.1287457 

μy 0.7340742 

μz 0.2543639 

μ 1.37026 Debye 

Polarizability ( α0  )                             x10-30esu 

αxx 270.4608738 

αxy 21.7253486 

αyy 119.8610325 

αxz -54.1047968 

αyz -48.9291337 

αzz 355.2567156 

α0 0.50874x10-30esu 

Hyperpolarizability ( β0 )                   x10-30esu 

βxxx 371.2653814 

βxxy 152.8269434 

βxyy 18.1346997 

βyyy -14.8196612 

βxxz -892.6269248 

βxyz -255.2317476 

βyyz -46.3674218 

βxzz 1765.1673739 

βyzz 217.3497354 

βzzz -832.2519857 

β0 24.29126x10-30esu 

Standard value for urea (μ=1.3732 Debye, β0=0.3728x10-30esu): esu-electrostatic unit 

3.2.2. HOMO - LUMO analysis. 

The optimized molecular structure of 3-CPTHIQM is shown in Figure 2. The Homo 

is localized on the quinoline amine group, and the Lumo is located on the tosyl group, as shown 

in Figure 3. The transition from Homo to Lumo is simpler than Homo-1 to Lumo+1. This 

phenomenon explains why the lowest energy absorption is a charge transfer transition from 

Homo to Lumo and an electronic transition. 

In this way, the electron density decreases in the electron-donating azo when electrons 

transfer from the HOMO to LUMO. This phenomenon is accompanied by an increase in the 

electron density of the electron accepting the moiety. This result demonstrates that the electrons 

transfer from the unit of the propionate moiety. The Homo and Lumo energies for sulfonamide 

were calculated at -5.95055 eV and -2.09408 eV, respectively, whereas the Homo-Lumo 

energy gap is 3.85647 eV. 

 
Figure 2. The optimized molecular structure of 3-CPTHIQM. 

In addition to this, the various physicochemical parameters such as ionization potential 

(IP), electron affinity (EA), electrophilicity index (ω), chemical potential (µ), electronegativity 
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(χ), and hardness (η) were calculated by using the standard procedure [33] and are presented in 

Table 2.  

 
Figure 3.The Frontier molecular orbitals of 3-CPTHIQM. 

Table 2. The Physico-chemical properties of 3-CPTHIQM. 

Parameters Values 

HOMO -5.95055 eV 

LUMO -2.09408 eV 

(Homo – Lumo) Energy gap 3.85647 eV 

HOMO-1 -6.50727 eV 

LUMO+1 -1.52022 eV 

(Homo-1 – Lumo+1) Energy gap 4.98705 eV 

Ionization potential (IP) 5.95055 eV 

Electron affinity (EA) 2.09408 eV 

Electrophilicity Index (ω) 2.09765 

Chemical Potential (µ) 4.02232 

Electronegativity (χ) -4.02232 

Hardness (η) -3.85647 

3.2.3. MEP analysis. 

The MEP is a plot of molecule electrostatic potential projected on a constant electron 

density surface that shows molecular size and shape as well as electrostatic potential value in 

terms of color grading. The MEP might be utilized to distinguish regions on the surface that 

are electron-rich (electrophilic attack) from those which are electron-poor (nucleophilic attack) 

and has been viewed as an extremely helpful tool in the investigation of the correlation between 

molecular structure and the physio-chemical property relationship of molecules including bio-

molecules and drugs [34, 35].  

The MEP surface map was determined at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) basis set. It is 

identified with the electronic density, and it is an extremely valuable descriptor in 

understanding sites for electrophilic attacks and nucleophilic reactions as well as hydrogen 

bonding interactions [36]. The importance of MEP lies in the fact that it simultaneously 

displays molecular size, shape, and positive, negative, and neutral electrostatic potential 

regions in terms of color grading, as shown in Figure 4. Potential increases in the order red < 

orange < yellow < green < blue. The color code of blue indicates the strongest interaction, and 

red indicates the strongest repulsion. The negative V(r) regions are usually associated with the 

lone pair of electronegative atoms (oxygen and nitrogen); the regions having the positive 

potential are over the hydrogen atoms. From these results, we can say that the hydrogen atoms 

indicate the strongest attraction, and oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur atoms indicate the strongest 

repulsion. 
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Figure 4. The MEP surface of 3-CPTHIQM. 

3.3. Hirshfeld surface analysis. 

The hydrogen-bonding network generated in the crystal can be visualized using 

Hirshfeld surface analysis. The bright-red spots on the Hirshfeld surface mapped over dnorm as 

shown in Figure 5.  

 
Figure 5. dnorm mapped on the Hirshfeld surface for visualizing the contacts of the title compound. Dotted lines 

indicate hydrogen bonds. 

 
Figure 6. Fingerprint plot of the title compound. The outline of the full fingerprint plots is shown in grey. Di is 

the closest internal distance from a given point on the Hirshfeld surface, and de is the closest external contact. 
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The overall two-dimensional fingerprint plot is illustrated in Figure 6, and those are 

delineated into H-H;C-H/H-C; H-O/O-H; H-N/N-H; H-CL/CL-H; C-C; C-CL/CL-C; C-O/O-

C; N-N and C-N/N-C, respectively. The highest contribution to the overall Hirshfeld surface, 

i.e., 33.3%, is H-H contacts. The other relative contributions of the other different 

intermolecular interactions to the Hirshfeld surface are shown in descending order are H-

H=33.3%, C-H=22.6%, H-O=16.6%, H-N=12.9%, H-CL=8.3%, C-C=1.9%, C-CL=1.7%, C-

O=1.4%, N-N=1.2%, and C-N=0.1%, respectively.  

3.4. Molecular docking study. 

The synthesized derivatives of the title compound showed tremendous molecular 

docking results, and the selected proteins were discovered to correspond with significant amino 

acids residues. Molecular docking was performed to analyze the best binding mode of active 

sulfonamide compounds for the cancer cell lines of human colorectal carcinoma.  

 

Figure 7. Binding surface and ligand interaction diagram of the title compound with their respective targeted 

protein. 

The docked, glide energy, and hydrogen bonding interactions of the title compound and 

co-crystallized ligand are given in Table 3. A view of the X-ray crystal structure of the title 

compound in the human colorectal carcinoma receptor active site showing the key hydrogen 

contacts between inhibitor and enzyme is depicted in Figures 7 and 8. The surface diagram 

showing the title compound docked at the active site of the human colorectal carcinoma 

receptor is depicted in Figure 9.  

 

Figure 8. Binding surface and ligand interaction diagram of native ligand (cocrystal) with their respective 

protein. 
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Molecular analysis of sulfonamide compound indicated that hydrogen bond and 

hydrophobic are four major interactions (GLU98 and GLU99) incorporating the attachment of 

this ligand to human colorectal carcinoma Inhibitors acceptor.  

Table 3. Hydrogen bond interactions of the title compound with amino acids at the active site of human 

colorectal carcinoma Receptor. 
Compound Docking score Hydrogen bonding interactions 

  Donor Acceptor Distance Å 

3-CPTHIQM -6.4 O-H[GLU98] 

O-H[GLU99] 
O* 

O* 
3.3 

3.3 
Co-Crystal -6.1 O[GLU99] 

O[GLU99] 
N-H* 

N-H* 
3.3 

3.1 

The co-crystallized ligand also docked well, and it shows better interactions with active 

residues. The results show that the title compound has better binding energy, and the co-

crystallized ligand has comparable interactions. Docking results and interacting residues are 

shown in Table 3.  

 
Figure 9. Binding surface and ligand interaction diagram of the title compound. 

The docking findings, therefore, indicate that the synthesized title compound may be of 

excellent importance in effective chemotherapy. The X-ray crystal structures confirmed the 

expected binding mode and considered the binding orientation. Electronic properties made 

optimizing the title compound a more potent second-generation lead.  

4. Conclusions 

The important biological compound has been studied by theoretical and experimental 

methods. The title compound has been confirmed by an X-ray diffraction study. Besides, the 

first hyperpolarizability value of the molecule is found to be high, i.e., sixty-six times greater 

than that of urea; hence the NLO activity of the molecule will also be proportionately high. The 

energy gap (3.85647 eV) determines the stability and reactivity of the title molecule, according 

to the HOMO-LUMO analysis. MEP surface analysis of the active charge sites of the title 

molecule. The physicochemical properties were calculated and analyzed. Some approaches to 

quantum chemical modeling of possible interaction of the title molecule with receptors have 

been used.  
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